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Motivations
Compact objects: Black Holes, Neutron Stars, White Dwarf. 

Strong gravity: BH and NS

NS, BH are the most compact astrophysical objects

Neutron Stars and Pulsars are already observed

Extreme regime for all 4 fundamental interactions

→ Probe of gravity in strong curvature regime

Not clean objects, difficult to model

Large uncertainties on equation of state 
(nuclear matter at high density not well known)

Gravity ↔ Interior model



  

Motivations
Black holes are clean objects, no internal structure

Limit of General Relativity: singularity
→ Theoretical labs for alternative gravity models

But not well observed (mostly supermassive)
indirect evidence, seen by accretion disk
or by companion's motion

Astrophysical black holes even less observed 
(they are too small) → deduce in binaries

Accurate models should include accretion disk 

→ Compact objects as probe of strong gravity 
regime



  

Neutron Stars
Multiphysical aspects

cristal, solid state
Strong magnetic field
Superfluidity
Nuclear matter at high density
Strong gravity

Unknown matter phase in the core
Quark-Gluon plasma ?
Superfluid neutron phase ?
Exotic matter, strange matter ?

→ encoded in many Equation of State 
Candidates (EOS)

Neutron star 
with rotation = Pulsar
with strong magnetic field = Magnetar

www.astroscu.unam.mx/neutrones, D. Page

http://www.astroscu.unam.mx/neutrones


  

Universal Relations
Different EOS predicts different properties

But

Different models of gravity predicts different properties too !

Degeneracy between uncertainty in EOS and gravity Model !!!

Way out : Universal Relations, independent of EOS

Slow rotation regime : I-Love-Q relations
 (K. Yagi, N. Yunes, Science 341, 2013, 365-368)

I : dimensionless moment of inertia, 

Love : dimensionless Love number 
(response to adiabatic tidal perturbation), 

Q: dimensionless spin-induced quadrupole. 
Y.Y. Phys.Rev. D88 (2013) 2, 023009 
arXiv:1303.1528



  

Universal Relations
Result of YY : slow rotation approximation.

Relativistic Love number not defined with rotation... yet

Extensions to rotating case (Pulsars) :

D. Doneva et al. (Astrophys. J 781 (2013) L6): finds that strong rotation breaks invariant relations

P. Pappas et al (accepted in PRL): new relations involving octupole

S. Chakrabarti, T.D., N. Gürlebeck, J. Steinhoff (accepted in PRL): I-Q relation restored,
new relations involving compactness.

K. Yagi, K. Kyutoku, G. Pappas, N. Yunes, T.A. Aposlotatos, [arXiv:1403.6243]:  higer mutlipoles, 

M. AlGendy, S. M. Morsink [arXiv:1404.0609]: relations involving surface gravity

Magnetic field :

Rezzola et al. (arXiv:1309.3885) : strong magnetic fields may break universality



  

Universal Relations
Restoring the universal relations

Pulsar parameters:

J : angular momentum, M : ADM mass, R: Radius (equatorial),  : Angular Frequency,

“Standard” dimensionless parameters :

Spin parameter : a = J/M², 
Moment of inertia : I/M³
Quadrupole :  - Q/M³a²

These combinations should be taken into account in universal relations !

Extra dimensionless parameters :

Frequency rescaled with Mass : f
1
 = M 

Frequency rescaled with Radius :f
2
 =  R 

Compactness : c = M/R

NB : f
1
=c f

2



  

Universal Relations
Universal relations involving  I - Q – f

2

Can be combined to derive a – c – f
1

Holds with deviation <1% for I-Q-f
2

Deviates a little bit with f
1
 for c-a-f

1

If observations deviates, may indicate a deviation
to GR !!

Can be used to infer R given other parameters



  

Where is the Love ?

Relativistic Love numbers defined in the static case only = adiabatic approximation

Deformation of stars from gravitational interaction ↔ Tides

Encoded in Love numbers :
Response of the central body to an external gravitational
Perturbation → rearrangement of the matter distribution

Very well known in Newtonian context, 

Adiabatic limit of static configuration only in relativistic context

Before rotation, let's formalize the dynamical tide around static configuration case first

Extension beyond adiabatic limit S. Chakrabarti, T.D., J. Steinhoff [arXiv:1304.2228]

Effective Field Theory Framework 
→ match the gravitational wave of a time dependent deformation around static 
configuration to that of a point particle with multipolar degrees of freedom.



  

Tidal force and binaries
Why should we go beyond adiabatic case ? 
Binary system (astrophysically relevant) swap frequency as the orbit shrinks.
Tidal interaction may excite modes of the NS → Resonance !

Might be relevant for short gamma ray burst
(Tsang et al., PRL 108 (2012) 011102)

Mode spectrum from gravitational waves
→ gravito-spectroscopy

BUT Merger or tidal disruption occur before high frequency 
modes are excited. 

→ Probably only first mode relevant.



  

Effective field theory
Effectively describe the compact object with its internal structure by a point surrounded 
with multipolar d.o.f. 

→ Looks like multipolar decomposition of the deformed compact object,
→ Gravitating self interaction must be taken into account.

Symmetry argument for an effective action (point particle with multipole) :

Coupling between Q and E → E sources Q, Q sources GR
→ Q(w) = G

F
 E(w)

At large scale (IR) compact objects look like points-particle.



  

Philosophy of the approach
Analogy with thermodynamics: multipoles ~ macroscopic variables for the compact object

State variables : P, V, T Multipoles : M,S,Q,...
Thermodynamic potentials Effective action
Correlation Response function

Methodology

1. Perturbation around a static configuration → General solution as function of frequency

2. Gravitational perturbation due to a point multipole (inhomogeneous system)
Here the source contains the response function since Q ~ F() E,

3. Match the two external gravitational perturbation in order to extract F().
 



  

Adiabatic case
Adiabatic approximation: Q is aligned with E, =0 :

  is the (electric) Love number.

Although linear perturbations, these Love numbers
take strong gravity effects into account 
(background non linear) !!!

See also Hinderer and Flanagan (2008), Binnington, Poisson (2009)

For generic perturbation, Q can depend on time, have delays with an external E...
→ Fourier transform and work in frequency domain → Q()

Beyond adiabatic case : 
Bini, Damour, Faye, PRD 85 (2012) 124034
Maselli, Gualtieri, Pannarale, Ferrari, PRD 86 (2012) 044032  

Damour, Nagar, PRD 80 (2009) 084035



  

Newtonian tidal forces
Framework : linear perturbation of gravitating barotropic static fluid, temperature-
independent, see e.g. Press, Teukolsky, ApJ 213 (1977) 183

Basic objects : displacement,  Perturbed – Unperturbed location of fluid elements

D is an integro-differential (nonlocal) operator

D is hermitian w.r.t. the dm = 
0
 dV measure (Chandrasekhar, ApJ (1964) 664-674)

→ Eigenfunctions of D form a complete set and eigenvalues are real
→ Normal oscillation modes of the star.



  

Newtonian tidal forces
Mode decomposition of the displacement

Action for matter can be recast as :

Solution for the Newton potential is to be matched to the potential generated by a 
multipole point particle.

Q is coupled to E → source term of Q equation ~ E :

F is the Green function of the free quadrupole, matching leads to



  

Newtonian tidal forces
Response function : Response of the compact object towards external perturbation 
(decomposed in multipoles), general solution is a superposition of both

Response function has poles

Resonance
NB : width of the pole = overlap integral
(energy transfer between gravitational 
interaction and deformation)



  

Relativistic tidal interactions
The Newtonian procedure translates to the relativistic case.

Complication : self interacting nature of gravity → Regularization scheme

Key point : identify the field generated by the quadrupole and from the external perturber

Adiabatic limit

Generic frequency (Mano, Suzuki, Takasugi, PTP 96 (1996) 549) 

where



  

Relativistic tidal interactions
Poles appear at some levels :

- Stress tensor of the multipole → “Smoothened delta” : Riesz Kernel regularization
-            has poles for integer l → Analytic continuation (similar to dimensional
   Regularization)

→ introduces a scale 
0

→ Analytic solution (1) for the point multipole, containing F. 
Superposition of 'external' and 'response' fields 

Numerical solution for gravitational perturbation outside a single static neutron star matched 
to

Compare (1) → F. Fit of the response function

up to 2% accuracy ! 
Same form as Newtonian, real poles !

Extra output : matching scale 
0 
is fitted too!



  

Relativistic tidal interactions
Real poles @!&?! How about the QNMs → Complex modes !? 

Perfect fluid is not dissipative. Matching procedure disentangles gravity and mass multipoles

Black holes instead are intrinsically dissipative → complex response ?

→ Same procedure can be applied to black holes (preliminary results)

Response function becomes complex !
Black holes are intrinsically dissipative

Taylor Series of the response function of Black holes for real frequencies to O()²

where  = 2M

F(0) = 0 → Love number vanishes, 

Linear term is complex, agrees with absorption coefficient, 

Quadratic term plagued with c
l
 (scale for analytic continuation) → use more consistent regularization 

scheme



  

Analogy with electronics
LC circuit : harmonic oscillator → single mode
Parallel LCs → many modes

Quadrupole Q source by an external tidal field E

External pert

Response of the 
system



  

Analogy with electronics
Role of gravity : dissipate the signal and source the deformations → Antenna :

Neutron Star 1

Neutron Star 2



  

Outlook
Slowly rotating case : perturbative approach → rotational relativistic Love number ?

Implementation for binary simulations
Prediction of gravitational waveforms

Universal relations with overlap integrals ?

More realistic neutron star models

Dimensional regularization

Add extra dof

Scalar-tensor theories
Scalarization in Neutron Star (Damour, Esposito-Farese, PRL 70 (1993) 2220)

Scalarization in Black Holes (Cardoso, Carocci, Pani, Sotiriou PRL 111 (2013) 
111101)

Electromagnetic field

Electromagnetic signal : multimessenger astronomy, magnetars, ...



  

Merci pour votre attention !
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